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Abstract El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Indian
Ocean Dipole (IOD) and Indian Summer Monsoon rainfall
features are explored statistically and dynamically using
National Centers for Environment Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System (CFSv1) freerun in relation to
observations. The 100 years of freerun provides a sufficiently long homogeneous data set to find out the mean
state, periodicity, coherence among these climatic events
and also the influence of ENSO and IOD on the Indian
monsoon. Differences in the occurrence of seasonal precipitation between the observations and CFS freerun are
examined as a coupled ocean–atmosphere system. CFS
simulated ENSO and IOD patterns and their associated
tropical Walker and regional Hadley circulation in pure
ENSO (PEN), pure IOD (PIO) and coexisting ENSO-IOD
(PEI) events have some similarity to the observations. PEN
composites are much closer to the observation as compared
to PIO and PEI composites, which suggest a better ENSO
prediction and its associated teleconnections as compared
to IOD and combined phenomenon. Similar to the observation, the model simulation also show that the decrease in
the Indian summer monsoon rainfall during ENSO phases
is associated with a descending motion of anomalous
Walker circulation and the increase in the Indian summer
monsoon rainfall during IOD phase is associated with the
ascending branch of anomalous regional Hadley circulation. During co-existing ENSO and IOD years, however,
the fate of Indian summer monsoon is dictated by the
combined influence of both of them. The shift in the
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anomalous descending and ascending branches of the
Walker and Hadley circulation may be somewhat attributed
to the cold (warm) bias over eastern (western) equatorial
Indian Ocean basin, respectively in the model. This study
will be useful for identifying some of the limitations of the
CFS model and consequently it will be helpful in
improving the model to unravel the realistic coupled
ocean–atmosphere interactions for the better prediction of
Indian Summer Monsoon.
Keywords CFS-T62  ENSO  IOD  ISMR  Hadley
circulation  Walker circulation

1 Introduction
The variable nature of Indian Summer Monsoon rainfall
(ISMR) has a profound impact on India’s socioeconomic
growth. The Indian summer monsoon prevails over the
Indian region for 4 months from June to September (JJAS),
in which, it significantly varies temporally and spatially. In
an agricultural country like India, the extreme departure
from normal seasonal rainfall (droughts and floods) seriously affect agricultural output and thus the economy of the
country (Mooley and Parthasarathy 1984; Webster et al.
1998; Kripalani et al. 2003; Chaudhari et al. 2010).
Therefore, reliable prediction of ISMR and its year to year
variation has immense importance.
It has been established, that Indian Summer Monsoon is a
fully coupled land–atmosphere-ocean system and it is linked
with the ocean variability. The studies in the past (Sikka
1980; Angell 1981; Ropelewski and Halpert 1987, 1989;
Rasmusson and Carpenter 1983; Shukla 1987) have reaveled
that the interannual variability (IAV) of ISMR is linked
with El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon.
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However, it does not explain all of the variance of the ISMR.
For example, the linear diagnostic analysis reveals that only
about 50 % of droughts in India are associated with ENSO
(Kripalani and Kulkarni 1996). Therefore, some part of IAV
may be influenced by other components of the climate system as well. Various researchers have shown that the IAV is
influenced by several other elements of climate system
namely, snow cover variations over Eurasia (Blanford 1884;
Hahn and Shukla 1976; Bamzai and Shukla 1999; Kripalani
and Kulkarni 1999), North Atlantic Ocean circulation
(Goswami et al. 2006; Yadav 2009a, b), Indian Ocean Dipole
(IOD; Saji et al. 1999; Ashok et al. 2001) and Equatorial
Indian Ocean Oscillation (EQUINOO; Gadgil et al. 2007).
Recent study by Rao et al. (2010) have even shown that
ISMR is also influenced by anomalous warming over south
equatorial Indian Ocean. Although, a part of the ISMR
variability is influenced by slowly varying and large scale
boundary conditions (e.g. SST, snow cover and soil moisture), the other part is controlled by the internal dynamics
(Sperber and Palmer 1996; Krishnamurthy and Shukla 2000;
Cherchi and Navarra 2003; Brankovic and Palmer 2000;
Sperber et al. 2001; Goswami and Ajaya Mohan 2001; Saha
et al. 2011).
It is also known that, IAV of ISMR is anti-correlated
with ENSO (Sikka 1980; Rasmusson and Carpenter 1983;
Annamalai et al. 2007; Yadav 2009a, b). However, this
relationship is not statistically stationary and it has become
weaker in recent decades (Krishna Kumar et al. 1999;
Kripalani and Kulkarni 1997). Weakening of this relationship may be due to the modulation by the decadal
variability, linkage with the IOD, north Atlantic circulation
variation and global warming.
Ashok et al. (2001) have identified influence of the IOD
on the IAV of the ISMR. IOD is a climate mode that occurs
inter-annually in the tropical Indian Ocean. They have
shown that although IOD doesn’t have very significant
correlation with ISMR, 8 out of 11 intense positive IOD
events (IOD index more than one standard deviation)
corresponds with excess ISMR (i.e. 73 % event). They also
concluded that IOD and the ENSO have complementary
effect on the ISMR. Whenever the ENSO-ISMR correlation is low (high), the IOD-ISMR correlation is high (low).
The IOD plays an important role as a modulator of the
ISMR and influences the correlation between the ISMR and
ENSO. The relative influences of ENSO and IOD events on
ISMR were studied by Ashok et al. (2004) and Ashok and
Saji (2007) through an atmospheric general circulation
model (AGCM). The model simulations and observational
data show that the positive IOD significantly reduces the
negative impact of ENSO, whenever these events co-occur
with the same phase. Thus, occurrence of an IOD event can
reduce the ENSO induced rainfall deficit over western
India and the western part of the monsoon trough.
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EQUINOO, an atmospheric component of IOD, is
defined as the suppression of convection over the east
equatorial Indian Ocean and enhancement over the west
equatorial Indian Ocean. Its strength is measured by the
anomaly of the zonal component of the surface wind at the
equator (60–90°E, 2.5°S–2.5°N). Gadgil et al. (2003, 2004)
found that a positive phase of EQUINOO with enhanced
convection over west equatorial Indian Ocean is favorable
for the monsoon. Gadgil et al. (2004) noted a strong relation between extreme events of ISMR and a composite
index based on indices of ENSO and EQUINOO. Ihara
et al. (2007) have also shown that ISMR is better associated
with the conditions of the EQUINOO and ENSO together
rather than with ENSO alone.
The teleconnections between these events (e.g. ENSO,
IOD, EQUINOO etc.) and ISMR must have physical basis.
The land-sea temperature gradient initially drives the
monsoon flow in the early Indian Summer Monsoon season. Once the monsoon is fully set up over the country, it is
the convective heating which maintains the tropospheric
temperature gradient and drives the monsoon flow throughout the season. This monsoon precipitation is influenced by
circulation features, both planetary scale and regional scale
(Goswami et al. 1999). Therefore, the Indian summer
monsoon can be seen as a superposition and interaction
between a regional Hadley circulation and a planetary scale
Walker circulation (Goswami 1994). The major physical
component of ENSO is the near equatorial Walker circulation described first by Krishnamurti et al. (1973), originating because of equatorial heat sources. Changes in the
location of this meridional overturning cell associated with
Pacific ENSO SST anomalies are thought to create a
remote influence on the monsoon by varying the intensity
and location of the Walker cell subsidence (Soman and
Slingo 1997; Dai and Wigley 2000). On the other hand,
IOD influences ISMR via regional Hadley circulation,
which is due to the direct response of the off-equatorial
monsoon heat sources over the equatorial Indian Ocean.
This regional Hadley circulation can be affected by changes in the location and strength of these off-equatorial
monsoon heat sources (Goswami et al. 1999) and also with
the occurrences of IOD events over the Indian Ocean.
Therefore, for the prediction of ISMR using land–
atmosphere-ocean coupled system it is a fundamental
requirement that model should be able to produce above
mentioned teleconnections. So far in National Centers for
Environment Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System version 1 (hereafter CFS), the dynamical linkages of
Ocean–Atmosphere interactions related with ENSO and
IOD events individually and concurrently in modifying the
Indian summer (JJAS) monsoon rainfall are not investigated. Such teleconnections have been studied using
AGCM (Ashok et al. 2004), however, it is not known how
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well these dynamical linkages are captured by NCEP CFST62. In this study we have used 100 years of freerun by
CFS and investigated how well the ISMR is linked with
ENSO and IOD through Hadley and Walker circulations.
Section-2 describes the model, data and methodology used
in detail. Section-3 deals with SST bias present in the
model. The details of ENSO, IOD and ISMR characteristics are elaborated in section-4. The relative and combined
effect of ENSO and IOD is discussed in Sect. 5. Section-6
gives the summarized conclusions.

2 Model, data and methodology
CFS is a fully coupled ocean-land–atmosphere dynamical
seasonal prediction system of U.S. National Weather Service, NCEP, USA (Saha et al. 2006). The NCEP CFS is
composed of the NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS)
atmospheric general circulation model (Moorthi et al.
2001), and the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) Modular Ocean Model version 3 (MOM3)
(Pacanowski and Griffies 1998). The GFS has a spectral
triangular truncation of 62 waves in the horizontal and a
finite differencing in the vertical with 64 sigma layers. The
model top is at 0.2 hPa. The MOM3 uses spherical coordinates in the horizontal and z coordinate in the vertical.
The zonal resolution is 1° and the meridional resolution is
1/3o between 10oS and 10oN and gradually decreases
poleward. No flux correction has been implemented in the
CFS. The atmospheric and oceanic components exchange
daily averaged quantities such as heat and momentum
fluxes, once per simulated day. Because of the difference in
latitudinal domain, full interaction between atmospheric
and oceanic components is confined between 65°S and
50°N. SSTs used for the atmospheric component between
65°S–74°S and between 50°N–64°N are a weighted average of the observed climatology and the SST from the
ocean component of the CFS. The weights vary linearly
with latitude such that the SSTs at 74°S and 64°N are
observed climatology and the SSTs at 65°S and 50°N are
from the ocean component. Poleward of 74°S and 64°N,
SSTs needed for the atmospheric model are taken from
observed climatology. The sea ice extent is prescribed from
the observed climatology.
Coupled freerun of CFS at T62 resolution are performed
on Prithvi IBM HPC (High Performance Computing) system at Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM),
India. Free coupled simulations of CFS-T62 are performed
by initializing model on 1 January 1996 and the model is
integrated for 100 years. The atmospheric initial conditions
were based on the Reanalysis (R2) data (Kanamitsu et al.
2002) and the ocean initial conditions were taken from the
NCEP Global Ocean Data Assimilation System (GODAS).
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Data for a period of last 80 years of long term simulations
is considered for the analysis.
The observed data-sets used in the study are (1) NCEP
Reanalysis data (1948–2009; Kalnay et al. 1996), (2) IITM
rainfall series (1871–2008; Parthasarathy et al. 1995) and
(3) Extended Reynolds SST (1950–2009; Smith and Reynolds 2003).
Twentieth century simulations of IPCC-AR4 models are
also compared with CFS. We have selected seven models
out of 22 IPCC AR4 models as a representative for the
comparison. Previous study by Kripalani et al. (2007) has
shown that only these seven models are capable of simulating ISMR mean and its variability quite realistically.
These models are (1) BCCR (Bjerknes Center for Climate
research, Norway), (2) CGCM (Canadian Center for Climate Modelling and Analysis, Canada), (3) CNRM
(Meteo-France/Center National de Recherches Meterologiques, France), (4) ECHAM (Max Plank Institute for
Meteorology, Germany), (5) MIROCH (hires) (Center for
Climate System research, University of Tokyo, Japan), (6)
MIROCM (midres) (Center for Climate System research,
University of Tokyo, Japan) and (7) UKMOC (Hadley
center for Climate Prediction and research, UK). We have
performed the comparison, using Taylor diagram (Taylor
2001) metric to access the mean feature of monsoon in
terms of Mean Seasonal Cycle (MSC), Spatial Pattern of
Climatological Seasonal Mean (SPCSM) over Indian land
points and teleconnections ability using one point correlation between ISMR and SST over the region 30°S–30°N
and 30°E–80°W for all the models. All models are very
good in simulating MSC, as the correlations vary from 0.95
to 0.991 (Fig. 1a). CFS has the largest correlation in case of
simulating mean seasonal cycle. However, MIROC (both
high and medium resolution) exhibits similar correlation
and better variance close to observation. Considering all
aspects (correlation, variance etc.), the simulated mean
seasonal cycle of CFS is reasonable. SPCSM over Indian
land points is better simulated in CFS as compared to any
other model (Fig. 1b). It exhibited variance very close to
observation and the spatial correlation is about 0.7.
UKMOC shows slightly better correlation, however its
variance is half of the observations. None of the models
exhibits teleconnections between ISMR and SST very well
(Fig. 1c). However, CFS and ECHAM have better correlation compared to all other models. CFS underestimates
the variance by 25 % and ECHAM overestimates by 30 %.
So considering all the aspects CFS turns out to be suitable
to study ISMR variability and its teleconnections. Therefore, the same is used for the further analysis. The spatial
plot of one point correlation between ISMR and SST shows
that all models are able to capture the negative correlation
over the eastern and central Pacific as shown in the
observation (Fig. 2). However, in the tropical Pacific the
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teleconnection are better captured by CFS alone. The
horseshoe pattern of the negative correlation over eastern
central Pacific and positive correlation over western Pacific
as seen in the observation is captured by CFS. All other
models has negative correlation extending all the way to
western pacific which will severely effect the teleconnection patterns (through atmospheric bridge). The apparent
systematic error in the westward penetration of the negative correlations was also stated by Annamalai et al.
(2007). Therefore, CFS is better suited for studying the
teleconnection of tropical Pacific on ISMR. Even the
Indian Ocean SST response is better captured by the CFS
except the slight positive correlation over the western
Indian Ocean. This comparison further gives us the confidence that CFS can be used for our study.
In our study the ENSO phenomenon in CFS-T62 is
quantified by NINO3 (averaged over region 90°W–150°W
and 5°S–5°N) JJAS SST. All the years with anomalous
NINO3 SST equal or above one standard deviation are
considered as ENSO years. In case of IOD, we have considered the difference of JJAS SST over tropical western
(50°E–70°E, 10°S–10°N) and eastern (90°E–110°E, 10°S–
Equator) Indian Ocean region (Saji et al. 1999). All the
years in which this difference is equal to or above one
standard deviation is considered as positive IOD year. The
same exercise is repeated with Reynolds SST as well.
Table 1 displays the number of ENSO events without
concurrent IOD, number of positive IOD events without
concurrent ENSO and number of events in which ENSO
and IOD co-occurred in the model and the observation,
respectively. In 60 years of extended Reynolds SST, ENSO
and IOD events have occurred 16 and 13 times, respectively. Out of these, in 6 years both ENSO and IOD
occurred concurrently (hereafter PEI), in 10 years ENSO
occurred without concurrent IOD (hereafter PEN) and in

(a)

(b)

7 years IOD occurred without concurrent ENSO (hereafter
PIO). However, the model shows 6, 14, and 9 events of
PEI, PEN and PIO respectively. It is seen that CFS produces ENSO phases more often as compared to the
observation which is in agreement with the findings of
AchutaRao and Sperber (2002).
We have calculated EQUINOO index (EQWIN) following Gadgil et al. (2003) from CFS simulation. It is
found that EQWIN is very poorly correlated with averaged
ISMR (coefficient 0.067). For validation purpose, the same
analysis is repeated with the observation also. EQWIN is
calculated using NCEP Reanalysis dataset. Significant
correlation is noted between EQWIN and averaged ISMR
(coefficient 0.44) which is not at all captured by the model.
It is in agreement with the finding of Rajeevan and Nanjundiah (2009). They have found that in most of the IPCCAR4 coupled model simulations, ISMR is uncorrelated
with EQUINOO.

3 SST bias
The model SST bias is calculated using Reynolds SST.
Figure 3a–c shows the seasonal (JJAS) SST bias for model
climatology, PEN and PIO events, respectively. It is evident that CFS is suffered by a major systematic warm bias
(Fig. 3a) over the eastern pacific (near Peru coast), east
Atlantic (near west African coast), southern (Antarctic) and
northern (Arctic) ocean. Similarly, there are systematic
cold biases over west and central Pacific along both side of
the equator. These biases are as large as 2–4 °C in some
locations. Large warm biases in the southern and northern
Ocean are likely due to ill-representation of sea ice in the
CFS-T62 (Kirtman and Min 2009). The warm bias over
eastern Pacific and Atlantic coincides with the region of

(c)

Fig. 1 Taylor diagram between CFS and IPCC-AR4 models for a mean seasonal cycle (MSC), b spatial pattern of climatological seasonal mean
(SPCSM) and c ISMR–SST relationship comparison
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(h)

(g)

(i)

Fig. 2 One-point correlation between ISMR and SST for a observation (IMD rainfall and Reynolds SST), b CFS, c BCCR, d CGCM, e CNRM,
f ECHAM, g MIROCH, h MIROCM and i UKMOC. Only 99 % significant correlation is plotted
Table 1 Number of ENSO, IOD and combined events in CFS-T62 freerun and Reynolds data

Reynold (60 years)
(1950–2009)
T-62 (80 years)
(2017–2096)

Pure Elnino (PEN)

Pure IOD (PIO)

ENSO ? IOD (PEI)

1951, 1957, 1965, 1969, 1987,
1991, 1993, 2002, 2006, 2009

1961, 1966, 1967, 1977, 1994,
2003, 2007

1963, 1972, 1976, 1982,
1983, 1997

2019, 2040, 2044, 2049, 2055, 2056, 2063,
2072, 2076, 2080, 2083, 2086, 2087, 2090

2030, 2032, 2037, 2048, 2060,
2069, 2071, 2077, 2084

2023, 2027, 2033, 2066,
2079, 2091

stratus clouds. Thus, the lack of proper representation of
stratus clouds in this region is one of the most probable
reason of considerable warm bias (Kirtman and Min 2009).
The cold SST bias over west-north Pacific is part of the
double-ITCZ problem (Lin 2007). Another major warm
(cold) SST bias is seen in western (eastern) equatorial
Indian ocean. This cold SST bias is generally located at
south of the equator, however, the warm SST bias is

located both side of the equator. The region of cold bias
also suffers from the stronger easterly zonal wind anomaly
as compared to the observation, which basically induces
stronger evaporation, upwelling and subsequently cold SST
bias (Seo et al. 2007). However, the western region is
affected by the weaker Somali Jet and south easterly winds,
which results into less upwelling and consequently warmSST bias over this region. During PEN (Fig. 3b) and PIO
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 Seasonal (JJAS) SST bias of CFS-T62 based on Reynolds dataset, a climatology, b PEN events and c PIO events

events (Fig. 3c) the distribution of SST-bias is somewhat
similar to that of climatological bias, except marginal differences over eastern pacific and eastern Indian ocean
during PEN and PIO composite, respectively. These slight
changes in the bias are consistent with the more warming in
the eastern Pacific and more cooling in the eastern Indian
ocean during ENSO and IOD events, respectively. Thus, it
is quite clear that CFS is suffered by systematic bias (order
of 1–4 °C) as compared to the ENSO or IOD event wise
bias (order of 0.1–0.5 °C). The presence of perpetual
dipole in Indian Ocean and perpetual ENSO in Pacific
basin may affect the simulation of large scale circulations.
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4 ENSO, IOD and ISMR in CFS-T62
Skill of NCEP CFS model for ENSO and IOD prediction
have been explored by several researchers in retrospective
run. Pattanaik and Kumar (2009) have shown that CFS is
able to capture the major El Niño/La Niña events in
hindcast run with March, April and May initial conditions
with highly significant anomaly correlation (above 99.9 %
level). They have also shown in the same study that the
skill of SST anomalies over western pole of IOD (WIOD)
is significant, whereas the skill of SST anomalies over
eastern pole of IOD (EIOD) is poor. Overall, the skill of
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IOD prediction is poor in the CFS. Achuthavarier and
Krishnamurthy (2010) have found that ENSO and the
dipole variability occur in conjunction with each other in
the freerun of CFS, while in the observations, dipole variability is somewhat independent of that of the ENSO in
certain years. We have investigated the ISMR-IOD relation
on similar lines with Ashok et al. (2001) and found that out
of 15 intense PIOD events (IOD index more than one
standard deviation) 8 were associated with excess ISMR;
i.e. 53 %. If we consider pure IOD events only (i.e. without
concurrent ENSO events), then out of 9 pure IOD events 6
are concurrent with excess ISMR, implying that 67 % of
the pure IOD events are associated with the excess ISMR.
Also it is seen that there exist significant negative correlation between EIOD SSTs and ISMR, implying presence
of above normal rainfall over central India during PIOD
events in the CFS simulations in a similar line with the
observation (figure not shown). Pattanaik and Kumar
(2009) have reported that CFS simulates the climatology
and variability of ISMR reasonably well. It is capable to
simulate only two out of three maximum precipitation zone
of ISMR, viz: the rainfall over west-coast of India and over
North Bay of Bengal region including north-east part of
India. However, it is not able to properly simulate the
central India rainfall. The same has been pointed out by
Achuthavarier and Krishnamurthy (2010) based on a separate study from the CFS-T62 freerun. The inability of
coupled model in simulating the central India rainfall is not
unique. Previous study by Krishnamurthy and Shukla
(2001) have shown that atmospheric general circulation
models (AGCM) are also handicapped by the same
incompetence. They have also stated that the variability of
the monsoon rainfall is considerably overestimated in the
models, both in intraseasonal and interannual time scales.
4.1 Mean state
Figure 4a shows the composite of NINO3 SST evolution
during all the ENSO years from observations and the
model. ENSO cycle in the model shows early and slow
evolution as compared to the observation. The model
produces a secondary incorrect peak in summer which is
not seen in the observation and the winter peak is stronger
than the observation. The decay phase looks more similar
to the observations but it also progresses more slowly.
There is a shift by 1 month in peaking of the warm SST
anomaly over NINO3 region and this may be attributed to
the long life cycle of ENSO in the model as compared to
the observations (Jin et al. 2008). According to Zebiak and
Cane (1987), for the correct simulation of the seasonal
phase locking of ENSO events (which generally peaks in
December), a realistic seasonal climatology is required.
The SST bias (Fig. 3) shows that, CFS has cold and warm
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bias over eastern and western tropical Pacific, respectively,
which restricts model to retain the realistic climatology.
The model also overestimates the peak values by 21.5 % as
compared to the Reynolds NINO3 SST. Despite of above
biases the correlation between model and observation is
quite high (0.63). The IOD composites (Fig. 4b) also show
that the model overestimates the amplitude of IOD index
and the peaking time differs by a month. IOD in the model
peaks up around the month of August, whereas observation
shows the peaking time around September. The correlation
between model and observed IOD annual cycle is 0.69. It is
also observed that mean cycle of EIOD is much better
correlated with the observation as compared to the WIOD.
The correlation for EIOD mean cycle is 0.69 as compared
to -0.20 for WIOD mean cycle. The SST over WIOD is
evolved because of the response of the downwelling
Rossby waves and associated air-sea fluxes (Murtugudde
et al. 2000; Vinaychandran et al. 2002; Rao and Behera
2005). However, SST over EIOD is developed due to the
response of upwelling Kelvin wave, mean ocean circulation and coastal upwelling off Sumatra coast (Clark and
Liu 1993; Yamagata et al. 1996; Meyers 1996; Vinayachandran et al. 1999; Murtugudde et al. 2000; Rao et al.
2002). The maximum signal of cold SSTs over EIOD is
always close to the coast and thus it is static in nature,
however, maximum signal of warm SSTs keeps on moving
over WIOD and hence it is dynamic. Because of its static
nature, EIOD is phased locked with seasonal cycle in terms
of air-sea feedback (Annamalai et al. 2003; Li et al. 2003).
This explains better correlation of EIOD as compared to
WIOD mean cycle, between the model and the observation.
Again, the IOD index is overestimated by 68 % in the
model as compared to the Reynolds. This clearly shows
that the model has limited success in simulating the
extremes of IOD amplitudes. CFS simulates the annual
cycle of ISMR resonably well (Fig. 4c), which is supported
by the high correlation (coefficient 0.94) between the
model and the observation. However, rainfall over Indian
sub continent is underestimated by about 33 % as comparison to the IMD rain gauge values. The peaking time is
also common in both model and observation.
4.2 Periodicity and coherency
Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is performed on the
time series of ENSO, IOD and ISMR indices from the
model and the observation. The details of CWT are provided in Grinsted et al. (2004). CWT of NINO3 time series
shows that the most of the variance of ENSO is dominated
by the oscillation of 2–8 years in Reynolds as compared
to 3–6 years in the model (Fig. 5a, b). Prominent biennial and quadrennial oscillation exists in Reynolds from
1880 to 1920. After 1920, however, sextennial to octennial
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 Mean cycle of a ENSO events, b IOD events and c ISMR. The numbers in the top right are the correlation between observation and
model

oscillation are more common. Overall in the observations,
ENSO’s period varies between 2 and 8 years, with the
average being quite prominent around 4 year as also
reported by Macmynowski and Tziperman (2008). The
ENSO is more common and intense in the model as
compared to the observation with maximum power of
oscillation at 4-year band. It is also regular after a few
years of run. The same has been reported by Wang et al.
(2005) in their 32 years of CFS freerun. Inability of Coupled Global Climate Models (CGCM) to accurately
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simulate the complete spectrum of ENSO periodicity is a
common problem. Macmynowski and Tziperman (2008)
have discussed that models are unable to capture the exact
periodicity of ENSO as noted in the observation because of
three types of delays: (1) the delay due to ocean wave
propagation times (Battisti 1988), (2) the delay required to
accumulate a sufficient cold Rossby wave signal in the
eastern Pacific to cancel the warm Kelvin wave signal
(Cane et al. 1990) and (3) the delay in the SST response to
thermocline depth changes in the eastern Pacific (Neelin
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Fig. 5 Wavelet analysis for
observation and the model
(a, b) ENSO events (b, c), IOD
events and (c, d) ISMR. The
thick black contour designates
the 5 % significance level
against red noise and the cone
of influence where edge effects
might distort the picture is
shown as a lighter shade. The
left ordinate shows the
dominant period of the
oscillation and abscissa shows
the time in which they occur.
The shaded color bar of right
ordinate shows the continuous
wavelet power, normalized by
variance of the time series

and Jin 1993). The IOD occur in periodicity of 2–4, 5–7
and 9–10 years in Reynolds (Fig. 5c, d). However, in the
model, periodicity of 2–5 year is more prominent. Model
fails to pickup the decennial oscillation of IOD as present
in the observation. The 2–4 year periodicity of IOD both in
the observation and the model is intrinsic in nature and
independent of ENSO. This intrinsic periodicity may be
governed by the basin size and land–sea distribution
(Behera et al. 2006). It is found that the presence of ENSO
and other coupled variabilities in the tropical Pacific disrupts
the natural choice of biennial variability of IOD, which
explain the presence of other periodicities of IOD. Presence
of strong quasi-biennial ISMR variance both in the observation and the model is observed (Fig. 5e, f). However, the
variance in observation is much stronger as compared to
the model. A number of studies (e.g. Rasmusson et al.
1990; Barnett 1991) have discussed the quasi-biennial

periodicity of monsoon. Other prominent periodicity of
oscillations found in the model as well as in the observation
are 4, 7–8 and 10–16 years. The periodicity of 8–16 year
band in the observation may be attributed to sun activity
cycle (Bhattacharyya and Narasimha 2005). However, in
the model, the periodicity in this band may be attributed to
the intrinsic behavior of ISMR.
From two CWTs the Cross Wavelet Transform (XWT)
is constructed, which primarily reveals their common
power and relative phase in time–frequency space. Both
IOD and ENSO in principle are the inherent mode of the
respective basin. However, once occurred, they interact via
atmospheric bridge (i.e. Walker circulation) and via oceanic bridge (i.e. Indonesian through-flow). Although IOD
and ENSO occurs on different time scale and IOD being
less frequent as compared to ENSO, there is overlapping of
spectral power between them (Ashok et al. 2003). Presence
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Fig. 6 Cross-wavelet between
a, b ENSO–IOD, c, d ENSO–
ISMR and e, f IOD–ISMR. The
thick black contour designates
the 5 % significance level
against red noise and the cone
of influence where edge effects
might distort the picture is
shown as a lighter shade. The
left ordinate shows the
dominant common period of
two oscillations and the abscissa
shows the time in which they
occur. The shaded color bar of
right ordinate shows the cross
wavelet power of two time
series. The relative phase
relationship is shown as arrows
(with in-phase pointing right,
anti-phase pointing left, and one
leading other by 90o pointing
straight down; e.g. in the
periodicity of 4 years ENSO
lags IOD by 908 indicates that
ENSO lags IOD by 1 year)

of common power between ENSO and IOD is observed in
2–4, 3–6, 4–5, 5–6 and 8–10 year band in Reynolds data
(Fig. 6a). The more significant common power is observed
in 2–4 and 3–6 year band, which coincide with their
inherent oscillation. In 3–6 year band, ENSO and IOD are
almost in phase, however, in other periodicities they are
either anti-phase or IOD lags ENSO by 90o. In case of the
model, common power always remains within 2–6 years
band, with maximum common power being located at
4 years, indicating little influence of longer time-scale
oscillation links between ENSO and IOD. IOD always lags
ENSO by 90o (Fig. 6b). However, after 70 years of the
model run, IOD and ENSO are almost in phase. The
common power between ENSO and ISMR exists in the
band of 2–8 and 10–12 years in the observation (Fig. 6c),
whereas in the model it is more prominent in 3–7 years
band (Fig. 6d). In observation, ENSO and ISMR are either
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in anti-phase or ISMR leads ENSO by 90o, except during
1900–1910 where both are in phase with common power of
2.5–3.5 years band. In contrary, the model always have
anti-phase relation or ISMR leads or lags ENSO by 90o.
The more prominent biennial oscillation of ENSO-ISMR
relationship as discussed by many researchers is not captured significantly in the model, which may be attributed to
the three types of delays as discussed in the first paragraph
of this section. As in the model, the ENSOs periodicity is
always around 4 years, common power also shows maximum intensity at periodicity of 4 years. The common
power between IOD and ISMR in the observation is in the
band of 2–3, 6–7, 10–12, 15–18 and 24–28 years (Fig. 6e).
The longer periodicity only remains for substantial times
and shorter periodicity last very little. The same is witnessed in the model, however, persistence of common
power in 2–4 years band are longer as compared to the
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Fig. 7 Wavelet coherence
between a, b ENSO–IOD, c,
d ENSO–ISMR and e, f IOD–
ISMR. The thick black contour
designates the 5 % significance
level against red noise and the
cone of influence where edge
effects might distort the picture
is shown as a lighter shade. The
left ordinate shows the
dominant coherent period of any
two oscillations and abscissa
shows the time in which they
occur. The shaded color shows
the squared coherence (0 = no
coherence, 1 = resonance; right
ordinate)

observation (Fig. 6f). The decadal common power between
IOD and ISMR is not prominent in the model, however,
14–17 year are more significant. This may be the manifestation of same decadal oscillation as in the observation
but with certain time lag due to warm and cold SST bias
over western and eastern Indian ocean, respectively. The
strong decadal oscillation of IOD is related to the ocean
dynamics (Ashok et al. 2004). In the observation, common
power on the decadal band are only in phase, otherwise
they are in anti-phase. In case of the model none of the
oscillation are in phase, either they are anti-phase or IOD
leads ISMR by 90o.
To measure coherence between ENSO, IOD and ISMR
wavelet-coherence (WTC) has been performed between
two crossed wavelets and monte-carlo methods are applied,
which can get the statistically significant coherence, even

though the common power is low. Basically WTC finds
locally phase locked behavior (Grinsted et al. 2004). A
significant coherence between ENSO and IOD at the
periodicities of 2-6 years, in both the observation and the
model (Fig. 7a, b), indicates a strong coupling between
them. This band is a part of their inherent oscillation and
thus common power and coherence is expected. The ENSO
leads IOD by 90o in all the coherent periodicities both in
the observations and the model. As seen in cross wavelet
analysis between ENSO and ISMR, the coherence is also
observed in the band of 2–4, 4–6 and 6–8 years in the
observation (Fig. 7c), however, in the model coherence in
4-6 year band is only significant (Fig. 7d). Thus, CFS is
unable to reproduce all the observed coherent periodicities
between ENSO and ISMR. This inability may be attributed
to the improper representation of teleconnection in terms of
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remote forcing via Walker circulation. This aspect is discussed in much detail in Sect. 5. IOD and ISMR varies
coherently at periodicities of 2–4, 14–16 and 16–28 years
in the observation (Fig. 7e) as compared to 2.5–4, 5–6 and
12–18 years in the model (Fig. 7f). From wavelet analysis
it is clear that the model is somewhat able to capture the
dominant natural modes of variabilites (i.e. ENSO, IOD
and ISMR). However, the model is unable to capture the
statistical relation among ENSO, IOD and ISMR.
Furthermore, 11-years sliding correlation between ENSO
and ISMR, and between IOD and ISMR are calculated.
The model is able to capture the multidecadal oscillation
of ISMR-IOD and ISMR-ENSO relation as evident from
the observations (figure not shown). Previous study by Jin
et al. (2008) have reported that the stronger El Niño
events are better predicted. Even the growth phases of
both the warm and cold events are better predicted than
the corresponding decaying phases. At the same time,
ENSO-neutral periods are far worse predicted than warm
or cold events.
4.3 SST–rainfall relationship
As discussed earlier, ENSO and IOD are coupled ocean–
atmosphere phenomena, which significantly regulate the
regional climate. There is a tendency for the decrease in
rainfall over Indian subcontinent during ENSO events
(Rasmusson and carpenter 1983) and for the increase in
rainfall during positive IOD events (Behera et al. 1999;
Ashok et al. 2001). To explore these relations, one point
anomaly correlation of seasonal (JJAS) rainfall over each
grid box with NINO3 SSTs and east pole of IOD SSTs
from both the observation and the model are calculated. It
is clearly seen that NINO3 SSTs are anti-correlated (significant at 99 % confidence level) with rainfall over Indiansubcontinent region including Arabian Sea and Bay of
Bengal (Fig. 8a, b). The model is able to capture the
negative correlation, but it is somewhat weaker and does
not extend up-to the southern half of the India, indicating
that remote influence of NINO3 SST on ISMR is not that
robust in the model. In case of correlation of EIOD SST
and rainfall, the positive correlation is apparent in some
part of the peninsular India including its adjacent seas in
the observation (Fig. 8c). The model is also able to capture
the same to some extent (Fig. 8d). The point of concern is
that the local rain-SST relation is much stronger and
widespread in the model as compared to the observation. It
is visible by relatively stronger correlation in the core
equatorial region of the Pacific basin and the Indian Ocean
basin in the model as compared to the observation for the
correlation of rainfall with NINO3 and EIOD SST,
respectively (Fig. 8b, d). This regions somewhat coincide
with the warm SST bias over NINO3 region and cold SST
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bias over the eastern Indian Ocean respectively. The SST
forcing depends on the mean SST and the atmospheric
response to local SST forcing tends to be larger and faster
in regions of high mean SST (Wu et al. 2008a). This may
be one of the possible reason for the stronger correlation in
the model over equatorial Pacific basin. However, in case
of Indian Ocean the presence of strong SST gradient
between its east and west basin may possibly explain the
prevalence of stronger correlation (Lindzen and Nigam
1987). The positive correlation of EIOD SSTA with JJAS
rainfall over the Indian-land mass and east Indian-ocean
JJAS rainfall clearly corroborates the previous studies.
Thus, the model SST bias is restricting it to capture the
realistic local rainfall-SST relationship.
In order to explore the link between monsoon rainfall
and global SST, one point correlation between ISMR and
JJAS SST are calculated (Fig. 9a, b). Furthermore, as the
monsoon is a large scale phenomena, one point correlation
between rainfall over Extended Indian Monsoon Region
(EIMR; 70–110°E, 10–30°N; Goswami et al. 1999) and
JJAS SST are also calculated (Fig. 9c, d). Correlation
values at 99 % confidence level are shown. In the model,
the presence of wide negative correlation over Indian
Ocean basin between ISMR and SSTA is evident which is
contrary to the observation, where few patches of positive
correlation is also observed in the western Indian Ocean.
Compared to Indian Ocean basin the correlation over
Pacific basin has some broad similarity but still the negative correlation is weaker in the model as compared to the
observation. The same ISMR and SSTA correlation was
also explored by Annamalai et al. (2007) in the twentiethcentury runs in selected 4 models (based on robust ENSO–
monsoon teleconnection). However, these 4 models show
an apparent systematic error in the westward penetration of
the negative correlations along the equatorial Pacific,
which is not evident in our CFS simulations. Although CFS
seems to perform better than other model, still it is not able
to reproduce the ISMR-SST relation that robustly in Indian
ocean as compared to the Pacific ocean. The EIMR-SST
relation in the model is even worse as compared to the
ISMR-SST relation (Fig. 9c, d). Over Pacific basin the
correlation between EIMR and SST is further deteriorated
and over north Indian Ocean it is strongly anti correlated.
This further implies that mechanism of ISMR variability
being governed by Indian Ocean is not well represented in
the model.
4.4 SST distribution during non-concurrent
and concurrent ENSO and IOD events
Large scale anomalous SST pattern during ENSO and IOD
events are well known and they are linked with the large
scale circulation and consequently influence the ISMR. The
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(d)

Fig. 8 One-point correlation between JJAS rainfall and a Reynolds NINO3 SSTA, b CFS NINO3 SSTA, c Reynolds EIOD SSTA, and d CFS
EIOD SSTA. Only 99 % significant correlation is plotted

model’s ability to capture those anomalous SST pattern
during PEN, PIO and PEI events in comparison to the
observation are explored. The PEN, composite anomaly of
the observation shows anomalous warm tongue over the
east and central Pacific with basin wide warming over the
Indian Ocean basin (Fig. 10a). The model is able to capture
the warm tongue over Pacific basin and basin wide
warming over Indian Ocean (Fig. 10b). However, the

warm tongue of ENSO is confined within narrow region
around the equator and surrounded by cold SST anomaly
during PEN. At the same time there also exists cold SST
anomaly over southern Indian Ocean.
The PIO composite of observation shows warm SST
anomaly over western tropical Indian Ocean and cold SST
anomaly over south-west of Sumatra coast (Fig. 10c).
Further, the typical warm tongue is disappeared from
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9 One-point correlation between SSTA and a GPCP ISMR, b CFS ISMR, c GPCP EIMR, and d CFS EIMR. Only 99 % significant
correlation is plotted

eastern Pacific, instead of it a small cold tongue is appeared
near the coast of Peru. In the model’s PIO composite, the
dipole SST structure (i.e. warm (cold) anomaly over west
(east) Indian Ocean) is captured, but the cold pole is
extended more towards west and is more stronger as
compared to the observation (Fig. 10d). The warm pole is
confined within narrow belt of west Indian Ocean as
compared to the observation. Both the amplitude and
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extent of cold pole of IOD is highly overestimated in the
model, which results into stronger IOD index as shown in
Fig. 4b. Over Pacific, the amplitude of basin wide warming
is very weak as compared to the observation.
In PEI case, the warm tongue in the eastern equatorial
Pacific and warm and cold SSTs anomalies over western
and eastern tropical Indian Ocean are seen (Fig. 10e). It
may be noted that, ENSO warm tongue is boarder and
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(a)

(b)
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 10 Composite of JJAS SST anomalies for PEN, PIO and PEI from Reynolds (a, c, e) respectively and from CFS-T62 (b, d, f) respectively

slightly shorter in PEI composite as compared to PEN
composite. The amplitude of warm pole of IOD in PEI
composite is much stronger than the PIO composite.
Model’s PEI composite has captured the broad features
(Fig. 10f). However, the warm tongue of ENSO is thinner
and longer than PEN composite of the model, which is in
total contrast with the observation where the opposite is
observed. The cold pole of IOD is much intensified and
widespread as compared to the observations.
As evident from PEI and PIO composite, the intense
cold pole of IOD may intensify the large scale Walker and
Hadley circulation, which will be discussed in Sect. 5.

5 Individual and combined influence of ENSO and IOD
In the above analysis, the statistical relations among
ENSO, ISMR and IOD are explored. However, it is also
important to know that how they are dynamically linked to
each other. ISMR is known to be linked with a regional
Hadley circulation and a planetary scale Walker circulation

(Goswami 1994; Soman and Slingo 1997; Dai and Wigley
2000). IOD influences the Hadley circulation and ENSO
influences the Walker circulation (e.g. Ashok et al. 2001).
Thus, the fate of ISMR depends on the combined effect of
these large scale circulations. The dynamical link of ENSO
and IOD on the evolution of ISMR will be explored in the
following sub-sections.
5.1 Influence on Indian summer monsoon rainfall
The ENSO-Monsoon relationship has been explored in
several past studies (e.g. Sikka 1980; Rasmusson and
Carpenter 1983) and it has been shown that ENSO is
associated with the drought like condition over the Indian
land mass. Figure 11a shows the seasonal mean (JJAS)
rainfall from 60 years of IMD data (1951–2010) whereas
Fig. 11b shows the same from 80 years of the model
freerun. The IMD mean (Fig. 11a) depicts, the maximum
raining zone at three location within the India, (1) Western
Ghat region, (2) central India and (3) north-east Indian
region. The all India average JJAS rainfall is 7.70 mm/day.
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The model captures the maximum raining zones over
western ghats and north-east India but underestimates the
central India rainfall (Fig. 11b). The averaged ISMR is
5.44 mm/day in the model, which is less as compared to
the IMD rainfall by 29 %. A large fraction of the total
monsoon precipitation is due to the deep convective processes associated with the fine scale landscape features.
The coarser resolution of model may not be able to resolve
the finer scale topography and hence it may underestimate
the rain over Western Ghats regions, north-east area, foot
hills of Himalayas, etc.
In case of IMD PEN composite (Fig. 11c) the rainfall is
considerably decreased over two of the maximum raining
zones viz. Western Ghats and central India, however, in
north-east India the rainfall is above normal. Some part of
south-west of central India also shows increased rainfall.
The model PEN composite (Fig. 11d) shows the central
India deficit rain pocket, along with few parts of northern
Western Ghats. It is also able to simulate the excess raining
zones of north-east India and Western Ghats.
In case of IMD PIO composite (Fig. 11e) two out of
three maximum raining zones show increased rainfall by
50 % of the mean. However, north-east Indian region show
a marginal increase which is similar to that shown in PEN
composite. Thus, north-east India behaves similarly in case

(a)

(e)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 11 Composite of JJAS ISMR for mean, PEN, PIO and PEI from
IMD (a, c, e, g) respectively and from CFS-T62 (b, d, f,
h) respectively. The values at the right top is the area averaged
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of PEN and PIO composites. West and northwest India also
receives above normal rainfall during PIO events. The
model is able to simulate some patches of excess rainfall
over eastern central India along with some regions of west
India as evident from the model PIO composite (Fig. 11f).
Contrary to the observation the PIO composite in the model
is also punctuated by the deficit rainfall over west central
India and Western Ghats. Thus, it shows marginal resemblance with the IMD data.
PEI composite rainfall values are in between both PEN
and PIO composites of IMD (Fig. 11g). All the three
maximum raining zones receive near normal rainfall in
average sense. Combination of below and above normal
rainfall in PEI events over central India implies that the
rainfall over this region is determined by the combination
of both PEN and PIO events. The averaged ISMR for PEN
event is deficit by 0.62 mm/day which indicates the
decrease in mean monsoon ISMR. However, PIO and PEI
events show excess (0.38 mm/day) and deficit (0.29 mm/
day) ISMR, respectively. Thus, even in a whole India
averaged sense the PEI event has the value in between PEN
and PIO events. This clearly shows that in co-occurring
events of ENSO and IOD, the rainfall over Indian landmass is governed by relative influence of both events. The
model PEI (Fig. 11h) events also show mixed rainfall

rainfall for that panel’s shaded area. The values in the braces are the
deviation from the mean values. Units are in mm/day
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patterns of excess and deficit regions. The departure of
ISMR from mean are (-) 0.22, (?) 0.076 and (-)
0.055 mm/day in PEN, PIO and PEI composites, respectively. Thus, the rainfall during PEI event is always in
between the rainfall during PEN and PIO events. The CFS
is somewhat able to capture above and below normal
rainfall over central Indian region during positive phase of
IOD and ENSO events, respectively. This suggests that the
couple model could capture some of the regional effect on
ISMR during positive phase of ENSO and IOD events.
However, the model is not able to capture the regional
details as observed in the IMD data. It might be due to the
coarser resolution of the model.
5.2 Influence on 850 mb winds
Monsoon low level circulation is characterized by a strong
cross equatorial flow and the Findlater Jets in NCEP mean
(Fig. 12a). The maximum winds reaches up to 16 m/s in
the south-west Arabian Sea. The model also portrays the
mean circulation features of monsoon reasonably well
(Fig. 12b). However, the south-westerlies cross equatorial
flow are weaker as compared to the NCEP. The maximum
wind in the south-west Arabian Sea reaches up to 11 m/s,
which is almost 69 % of NCEP reanalysis. The same is also
reported by Achuthavarier and Krishnamurthy (2010) and
Pattanaik and Kumar (2009).
Anomalous north-easterlies over Arabian Sea is established during NCEP PEN (Fig. 12c), indicating considerable weakening of low level south-westerly monsoon wind.
The model PEN composite (Fig. 12d) resembles the NCEP
PEN composite in a broader sense. The differences include
the weaker anomalous north-easterlies over the Arabian
Sea and the stronger anomalous westerlies over southernequatorial Indian Ocean.
During NCEP PIO (Fig. 12e), south-westerlies is significantly strengthen, implying stronger ISMR. Intensified
anomalous easterlies at equatorial Indian Ocean which is
linked to the strong SST gradient of IOD also establishes.
These anomalous equatorial easterlies, constitute the lower
limb of Walker circulation and will be discussed in
Sect. 5.3. In model’s PIO composite (Fig. 12f) the anomalous southwesterlies are subdued over the Arabian Sea and
instead anomalous west-north westerly surfaces over its
northern part. Overall magnitude of wind is reduced as
compared to the NCEP PIO composite. The prominent
easterlies over eastern equatorial Indian Ocean in the
NCEP, PIO composite has shifted to western Indian Ocean
and strengthen more in the model’s PIO composite. This
might be associated with the bias over cold-pole of the IOD
(Seo et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2008b), which in turn changes
the 3-D circulation features of monsoon (e.g. Hadley and
Walker circulation).
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In case of PEI, both ENSO and IOD features are
reflected in NCEP reanalysis (Fig. 12g). Anomalous northeasterlies in the Western-Ghat (typical ENSO feature)
along with easterlies in the east-equatorial Indian ocean
(typical IOD feature) are observed. Thus, ENSO and IOD
play hand in hand to perturb the wind patterns existing over
the Indian sub-continent region during PEI events. Similarly, the model’s PEI event (Fig. 12h) is a combination of
the anomalous easterlies over equatorial Indian Ocean, a
typical PIO composite and the anomalous westerlies over
southern-equatorial Indian Ocean, a typical PEN composite. Although the model PEI composite captures both the
features of the model PEN and PIO composites, it is quite
different from the NCEP, PEI composite (Fig. 12g). The
anomalous easterlies over east-equatorial Indian Ocean
region in the NCEP is shifted to central and west-equatorial
Indian Ocean in the model and at the same time they are
more intense in the model as compared to the NCEP.
Similarly the anomalous westerlies over south-east Indian
Ocean in the model are more intense as compared to the
NCEP.
5.3 Hadley and Walker circulation anomalies
during ENSO and IOD
Further to study the role of Hadley and Walker circulation
associated with the PEN, PIO and PEI and their association
with the ISMR, we have investigated these circulations
through cross-section analysis of the atmospheric circulation in altitude (vertical plane), averaged over zonal and
meridional planes. Thus, latitude-height cross section
with longitude averaging (70°–90°E) is done for Hadley
circulation, while longitude–height cross section with
latitude averaging (5°S–5°N) is done for the Walker
circulation.
5.3.1 Regional Hadley circulation
Regional anomalous Hadley circulation of JJAS is represented by meridional and pressure vertical velocities averaged between 70 and 90°E. It is evident from NCEP data
(Fig. 13a) that during the summer monsoon season of the
PEN, the anomalous descending branch of the Hadley circulation spreads around whole Indian subcontinent, which
reduces the convection and results into subdued monsoon
rainfall over India. The model is also able to simulate the
anomalous descending branch of regional Hadley circulation over central India. However, there is a shift by
approximately 5° towards north (Fig. 13b). The ascending
branch seems to be more intense in the model around 10°S
as compared to the observations. Overall in PEN composite,
the model is able to simulate the descending branch of the
regional Hadley circulation over Indian land mass but with
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(h)

Fig. 12 Same as Fig. 9, but for winds at 850 mb from NCEP Reanalysis-1 and CFS-T62. The shaded contours are wind magnitude and the
arrows show the wind directions. Units are in m/s

a considerable shift in comparison with NCEP. This shift
might be associated with the SST bias (Fig. 3b) of the
model over the equatorial Indian Ocean, which modulates
the regional Hadley circulation.
During PIO (Fig. 13c), the monsoon trough region is
covered by the anomalous ascending branch of the Hadley
cell around 20°N, which results into good monsoon rainfall. The descending branch of this cell is located around
2°–15°N. The anomalous southern ascending cell of the
Hadley circulation exists between 20°S and Equator. The
model is able to simulate above features (Fig. 13d), but the
descending branch is very intense and extends from 10°S to
15°N, which resulted into the shift of southern ascending
branch to 10°S as compared to the NCEP.
In case of NCEP PEI (Fig. 13e), the influence of positive phase of ENSO is somewhat mitigated by the positive
phase of IOD effect, but the signature of ENSO is more
prominent at upper levels as compared to IOD, whose
influence is felt at the lower levels. Although the model
PEI composite (Fig. 13f) reproduces the combined effect
of the model ENSO and IOD, but the model PEI bears no
resemblance with the observed PEI. Also the IOD effect
seems to be dominating as compared to ENSO in the model
PEI composite, which is contrary to the observation.
The presence of very intense anomalous descending
branch of the Hadley circulation around the equator in the
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PIO and PEI composites may be attributed to the strong
warm (cold) SST bias over west (east) equatorial Indian
Ocean. The mean wind in the model is underestimated
(Fig. 12b), which results in warm SST bias over the western Indian Ocean due to weak upwelling in the Somali
coast region. This warm SST bias triggers anomalous
easterlies in the equatorial Indian Ocean, which results into
more evaporation and upwelling in the Sumatra coast
region and advection of warm waters to the west. This will
further intensify the easterlies and a positive feedback
process is initiated (Seo et al. 2007). Thus, an intense cold
SST bias over eastern equatorial Indian Ocean is developed. These anomalous easterlies along with strong SST
gradient around the equatorial Indian Ocean lead to a
strong descending branch of the Hadley circulation. However, to understand the SST bias, particularly over Indian
Ocean a detail investigation of air-sea interaction is needed, which is beyond the scope of this study.
5.3.2 Walker circulation
Walker circulation is governed by the equatorial heat
sources (e.g. Goswami 1994). During normal years the
warm pool region of western Pacific has the ascending
branch and Saudi Arabian region has the descending
branch. However, in case of ENSO when warm pool shifts
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Fig. 13 JJAS regional anomalous Hadley circulation, representing
the latitudinal-height section (longitude averaged from 70 to 90E) of
meridonial and pressure vertical velocities (scaled by -0.003) for

PEN, PIO and PEI events from NCEP (a, c, e) respectively and from
CFS-T62 (b, d, f) respectively

eastwards to the central Pacific then the descending branch
of Walker circulation also shifts to Indian subcontinent
region.
In the PEN composite of NCEP data (Fig. 14a), it is
clear that region 70oE to 90oE has an weak anomalous
descending branch of Walker cell at the upper levels
(above 500 hPa). However, in the model (Fig. 14b), the
descending branch is shifted to the east by 10° and it is
extended from surface to 100 hPa. There exists a strong
anomalous ascending branch from 62°E to 78°E in the
model which is contrary to the observation where the
anomalous ascending branch is in the lower level only and
it extends from 75°E to 105°E.
In case of PIO composites from NCEP (Fig. 14c), the
intense anomalous ascending branch of Walker circulation
exists around 45°–80°E, although the ascending branch
extends up to 105°E but it is less intense and small patches
of descending winds also exists. However in the model
(Fig. 14d) the anomalous ascending branch is completely

sifted by about 20° to the west and a very intense
descending branch exists all the way from 60°E to 110°E.
The same holds true for PEI composites, where
descending and ascending branches are both present over
Indian region. In case of NCEP (Fig. 14e) the ENSO
influence is observed at upper levels (58°–90°E), however
the IOD influence exists from surface to 100 hpa (40E–
58°E). In the model, PEI composites (Fig. 14f) is similar to
that of the PIO composite, however upper level descending
branch (35°–45°E) is stronger and the ascending branch
around 50°E is slightly weaker as compared to the PIO. It
is interesting to note that ENSO influences the ISMR
through the modulation of Walker circulation in the upper
level (evident in PEN and PEI; Fig. 14a, e), which is not
seen in the model. The anomalous ascending branch of
Walker cell around 50°E is much stronger in the model
during PIO and PEI as compared to the observation, which
may be linked with the warm SST bias over the west
equatorial Indian Ocean around 50°E (Fig. 3). Similarly
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 14 JJAS anomalous Walker circulation, representing the longitude-height section (latitude averaged from 5S to 5 N) of zonal and pressure
vertical velocities (scaled by -0.003) for PEN, PIO and PEI events from NCEP (a, c, e) respectively and from CFS-T62 (b, d, f) respectively

the strong and extended anomalous descending branch of
Walker cell around 65°–100°E is associated with the
intense cold SST bias over the same region (Fig. 3).

6 Summary and conclusions
Freerun (100 years) of NCEP CFS-T62 model is used to
find out the ENSO, IOD and ISMR features and their interrelationship along with observations both statistically and
dynamically. This study tries to explore the capability of
CFS in capturing the remote and local influence of Pacific
and Indian Ocean basin climatic inherent mode in modulating the Indian summer monsoon rainfall. Most of the
SST biases in the model are systematic irrespective of the
ENSO and IOD events. The model is suffered by a cold
(warm) SST bias over eastern (western) equatorial Indian
Ocean. The cold bias is zonal along equator and it is spread
to the far west and consequently its influence on the
equatorial Walker and Hadley cell is more prominent.
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Though, the model is able to capture the mean cycle of
ISMR within reasonable limits, there are large biases in the
NINO3 and IOD indices. The peaking of both ENSO and
IOD mean cycle have a shift of 1 month where ENSO lags
and IOD leads the observation. All the prominent periodicity of ENSO, IOD and ISMR are captured by the model
as revealed from the wavelet analysis. ENSO variability is
mostly quadrennial in nature, however, IOD exhibits
biennial and quadrennial variability which is close to the
observation. The model is able to simulate the ISMR variability in biennial, quadrennial, sexennial and multidecadal bands. The significant common power and coherence
between ENSO–IOD, ENSO–ISMR and IOD–ISMR have
clearly brought out the dominant time-period when they
interact with each-other. The coherence between ENSOIOD and IOD-ISMR is well captured, however, they are
more intense in the model as compared to the observation.
Weak coherence between ENSO-ISMR as compared to
IOD-ISMR, indicates more influence of IOD on ISMR as
compared to ENSO in the model. The air-sea interaction is

ENSO, IOD and Indian Summer Monsoon

well represented by the SST-rainfall correlation. The
coupling strength in terms of correlation shows the coupling is stronger locally than remotely. The model simulation shows faint resemblance to the observation for the
regional features of monsoon rainfall with its certain
limitations (e.g. resolution). The deficit, excess and normal rain during PEN, PIO and PEI events respectively is
captured by the model within some patches of Indian
landmass. The low level winds from the model also show
some resemblance to the observational findings. Model is
somewhat able to simulate the anomalous north-easterlies
over Indian landmass during PEN, anomalous west-northwesterlies during PIO and the combination of both during
PEI, along with the typical anomalous easterlies in the
equatorial Indian Ocean during PIO and PEI. The
dynamical linkages of ENSO and IOD in modulating
ISMR are portrayed by the model in terms of the regional
Hadley circulation and a planetary-scale Walker circulation. In PEN years, manifestation of the anomalous
descending branch of the Hadley and Walker cells affects
most of the central India, which inhibited the convective
activity associated to monsoon trough and caused drought
conditions in the rainy seasons of monsoon. Similarly
during PIO years, both cells ascending branch shifts to
central Indian region and results in above normal rainfall.
However, during concurrent years the descending branch
of both the cell is weakened resulting in somewhat
average rainfall. Many of the climatic features are captured by CFS, however notable differences are: (1) In the
observation the ENSO effect is mostly felt at the upper
levels, but it is not that clear in the model. (2) There exist
considerable shifts in ascending (descending) branch of
Hadley and Walker circulation which matches with the
location of warm (cold) pole of the IOD near equator and,
(3) the significant zonal cold SST bias associated with the
cold pole of IOD results in very intense anomalous
descending branch of the Hadley cell around equator and
a similar intense anomalous descending branch of the
Walker cell around 65°-100°E. In-spite of the above
mentioned deficiencies, CFS is able to capture the mean
monsoon features and associated teleconnections with
ENSO and IOD within its limits.
This study may give insight of the coupled ocean–
atmosphere dynamics present in the NCEP CFS. Future
improvements in the seasonal forecast of ISMR may
depend on the improvements of these biases, which are
addressed in this study. It will be also helpful for assessing
the model performance on multidecadal variability and
climate scenarios.
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